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Abstract [en]
This paper analyzes the Nemesis System in Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017) developed
by Monolith Productions and explores the system’s way of creating stories. For years, there
has been a debate about whether or not stories belong in games, with supporters on all sides.

There are different ways to provide stories in games and in this study, the focus has been on
game mechanics, emergent narrative, and interactive storytelling. These three elements are all
common ways of creating stories in games.

Formal Analysis is the main method used in this paper. This specific method often pairs well
with smaller systems of larger games rather than an entire game, as it examines specific
elements closely and explains them in detail. The game was played one time by each author
and the system’s behavior was documented to be able to examine it fully.

This analysis aims to provide knowledge of how stories in games can be created and it
focuses specifically on how the Nemesis System manages to do so using mechanics,
interactive storytelling, and emergent narrative.

Abstrakt [se]

Denna avhandling behandlar Nemesis Systemet i Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017) som
är producerad av Monolith Productions och utforskar dess system att skapa berättelser.
Berättelser i spel och om de platsar har länge varit en debatt ur flertal olika perspektiv.

Det finns olika sätt att skapa berättelser på i spel och i denna avhandling har fokuset varit spel
mekaniker, framväxande och interaktivt berättande. Dessa tre olika element är generella sätt
att skapa berättande på.

I denna studie är huvudmetoden formell analys. Formell analys används ofta vid analys av
mindre system i större spel, då denna metod undersöker specifika element noga och förklarar
dem i detalj. De tre författarna av denna studie spelade noga igenom spelet tre gånger och
dess beteende var dokumenterat för att kunna analysera systemet till fullo.

Målet för denna analys är att erbjuda kunskap inom hur system i spel kan skapa berättelser
och den fokuserar specifikt på hur Nemesis Systemet gör detta genom spel mekaniker,
framväxande och interaktivt berättande.

Keywords: Narrative, storytelling, interactive storytelling, emergent narrative, game
mechanics, nemesis system.
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1. Introduction

Story-rich games that combine narrative with gameplay have become more and more popular
in recent years. “Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017)” developed by Monolith Productions,
is an example of a game that uses a specific game system, amongst other elements, to deliver
different stories based on a player's actions.

The game is based on J.R.R Tolkien’s “The Hobbit (1937)” and “The Lord of the Rings
(1955)” trilogies and takes place between these two events. The story of the game is about a
ranger named Talion and his journey to defeat the evil villain Sauron. For Talion to succeed
on his mission he needs to battle several enemies, recruit his own army, explore different
quests (a journey to a specific goal or mission) and reveal intel from non-player characters
(NPCs).

The aim of this study is to break down the Nemesis System in “Middle Earth: Shadow of War
(2017)” and explore its way of telling a variety of stories. For this purpose, we created the
following research question:

How does the “Nemesis System” from” Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017)” generate
stories?

The outcome of this study will hopefully explain how the Nemesis Systems is using different
types of narrative and storytelling and how these are combined to create interesting stories for
the players. On top of that, we believe that this paper could be used for future research
regarding the Nemesis System, its components, and its role in generating narrative through
mechanics and other elements.

In order to be able to tell stories in games, there are a few different ways to do so. For
example, “Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017)” uses a form of interactive storytelling
combined with emergent narrative.

Interactive storytelling as described by Ernest Adams (2014, p. 212) is a type of storytelling
that lets the player make the decisions and steer the story to a certain point. The player should
be able to make decisions that alter the outcome of an event and where there is no coming
back from. Emergent narrative is described by Eric Murnane (2018) as how stories are
created in the moment and how it is more about random chance rather than something already
decided. The stories do not lead up to a pre-written conclusion but are rather created from the
player's actions and the current state of the game, and have a distinct outcome depending on
player decisions. The outcome will always be different when the decisions are different.

This way of creating a story in a game is usually backed up by various game mechanics. A
game mechanic as described by Ernest Adams and Yoris Dormans (2012), is the core element
of any gameplay. A game mechanic is a common word used to describe an action taken by
the player and the game's response to its player in return.

The combination of interactive and emergent narrative is seen in “Middle Earth: Shadow of
War (2017)” and especially in the Nemesis System. The Nemesis System uses its game
mechanics in a complex and highly detailed way to trigger these different types of stories.
The game allows the player to choose their own path and outcome but also creates smaller
stories within a larger one.
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What can be discussed as to how this system might be unique compared to others, is its way
of not only allowing the player to create their own story, but the NPCs as well. The NPCs
have their own life outside player space and the system is constantly changing them,
permitting the NPCs to create their own path. It is not only the player who decides how the
story will unfold, it is also up to the NPCs to unfold their own.
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2. Theoretical Framework & Previous Research

For years, there has been a debate between narratology and ludology regarding the place of
storytelling in games, and how the narrative should be integrated together with gameplay
(Murray, 2005). On one side of the coin, there is a belief that interactivity and narration
should not be mixed, while the other side believes that stories are part of games (Sofia
Papworth, 2016, p. 17). This section will present the different points of view addressed in
previous literature.

On one hand, Andrew Rollings and Ernest Adams (2003) believe that stories are a
fundamental part of games. Although abstract games like Tetris (1984), or genres that are
heavily focused on gameplay (racing, action, or sports game) do not need a complex story to
be enjoyed by players, other games benefit from it. Games like that need a backstory revealed
through narration to avoid the game-world feeling empty or like a façade. Adams and
Rollings also take into consideration the different types of players. While experienced gamers
are focusing on gameplay and completing challenges, casual gamers need a story to keep
them excited and are often asking for the reason behind the challenge. Lastly, the authors
highlight the importance of interactivity and that too much narrative will make the gameplay
feel like “on rails”. In the end, there should be enough narrative to keep the player motivated,
but not enough to allow them to make their own decisions (Rollings & Adams, 2003).

On the other hand, Jesper Juul (2001) argues that narration and interactivity cannot coexist.
One of these reasons is that stories cannot be translated into games, the way other mediums
(such as books and movies) can. Another issue with weaving stories into gameplay is the
conflict between interactivity (that is happening in the present) and the narrative (that
happened in the past). Juul argues that these cannot be present simultaneously. Moreover, the
player is asked to take on two roles simultaneously that cannot coexist: the reader immersing
themselves in the story and the player interacting with the game.

Henry Jenkins (2011) acknowledges the different perspectives that narratology and ludology
bring up in regard to narrative in games, and underlines some major issues. Firstly, he
declares that “the discussion operates with too narrow a model of narrative” (Jenkins, 2011).
Most discussions refer to classical linear storytelling, disregarding modernist and
postmodernist experiments, or works emphasizing spatial exploration. Secondly, there is too
much focus on games as whole telling stories, instead of narrative elements being introduced
at a localized level.

In conclusion, integrating stories into games has been a long-running debate, which multiple
authors have tried to answer. In spite of some opposing the need for narrative, more have
been working towards developing a way to weave storytelling into games without
compromising interactivity.

Although the debate regarding the coexistence of storytelling and games has been going on
for years, there is little previous literature on the topic of how to integrate stories through
mechanics. According to Teun Dubbelman (2016), there is still a lot to discover when it
comes to narrative and game design and the correlation between the two.

To help us answer our research question, we must first dig deeper and explain some of the
core concepts that will be referred to later in this thesis. These concepts, as mentioned earlier,
are game mechanics, interactive storytelling, and emergent narrative.
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We will also describe and explain how the Nemesis System works since it will be broken
down and analyzed to a greater extent later in the discussion section of this paper.

2.1 Game Mechanics

As previously mentioned in the introduction, game mechanics is the common word used
when describing an action taken by the player and the game's response to its player in return.
As stated by Dubbelman (2016) who uses the word narrative game design, there is still a lot
of inconclusiveness when it comes to game mechanics and narrative. He goes on by saying
that game mechanics can be understood as a narrative device. Narrative devices, according to
Dubbelman (2016), are always in correlation with each other and do not only consist of game
mechanics but incorporate other instances such as character design, cutscenes and dialogues,
and so on. However, these narrative devices and storytelling in games have yet to be
thoroughly explored in the academic world when it comes to game mechanics. The game
mechanics are according to Dubbelman (2016), the most important aspect in games when
telling a story. The mechanics decide what the player is able to do and therefore steer the
player forward, and it is the mechanic that decides what the player is going to explore. He
argues that the game mechanics and rules in games influence the action of a player and
therefore impact the story that will unfold. However, it does not determine what action the
player decides to take.

In Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017), there can be several different game mechanics that
use a system to ensure that its player has a variety of choices when it comes to unfolding their
own story. These game mechanics all work together and to some extent depend on each other,
like a system.

A complex system depends heavily on different mechanics working together to create a chain
of game mechanics. Adams and Dormans (2012) state that referring to a system as a complex
system does not mean that it is difficult to understand, but rather that it consists of many
different components. Each component in a system separately is simple to understand but
when merged together, they create and provide surprising and individual experiences. It is
when they are combined together that they are harder to understand. Emergence games are
what Adams and Dormans (2012) explain as games that have easy rules but offer a lot of
variation.

For example, take the game “rock, paper, scissors”. They are all dependent on each other and
if one of them were to be removed from the game, the game itself would be broken and not as
much fun to play. The rules are easy to understand one by one, for instance, that rock always
wins over scissors. It is easy to grasp the rules of how that mechanic works. However, this
system is not a complex one, but it is a system with different rules that rely on each other and
provide different outcomes depending on player actions.

Adams and Dormans (2012) go on by saying that most games mix three sources of
unpredictability, element of chance, player choice, and complex rules. These three can be
combined in various ways, making the outcome of a player's choice different depending on
who is playing and how their own playstyle influences the gameplay.

To sum it up, a game with a complex system that offers a lot of different game mechanics, is
often easy to understand one by one, but with them, offers more variety and individual results
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based on gameplay. In the end, these types of games also make them highly replayable
because of the different outcomes. Every new gameplay or session provides a unique result
due to the collaboration between the game and its player.

2.2 Interactive Storytelling

Interactive stories as explained by Adams (2014, p. 212), take place in the present and the
player is in the middle of navigating the events. Compared to traditional stories that have a
passive audience and generally use the past tense, interactive stories allow the player to make
their own decisions. As a result, their actions are forming part of the story. According to
Adams (2014, p. 212), interactive stories have three types of events: player events, in-game
events, and narrative events. To summarize, “Interactive stories are stories the player
interacts with by contributing actions to them” (Adams, 2014, p. 212).

Player events are actions that players can perform. Besides providing gameplay actions that
players need to do in order to complete challenges (such as running, climbing, or grabbing
objects), designers can give players actions to perform as part of the story. For example,
players can talk and interact with residents of a village to satisfy the need for story and
role-playing, although talking is not needed to overcome gameplay challenges. Dramatic
actions are the actions players take that can affect the plot of the story and change it. Not all
player actions are dramatic.

The game’s core mechanics cause in-game events. They can be dependent on player actions
(traps that activate when players step on them) or independent of the player’s actions (guards
patrolling the corridors of a dungeon). Although these events are part of the game, players
might have the power to control how and when the events occur, cause them to occur, or
prevent them. This helps a story be interactive.

Narrative elements are events that the player cannot change. Although these are simply
actions narrated to the player that they cannot interact with, they might be able to decide if
they occur or not. Cutscenes are a great example of this. (Adams, 2014, p. 213)

Although Ernest Adams is focusing on a more general definition of what interactive
storytelling is, Chris Crawford (2013) talks about what elements make a story interactive.

Firstly, the decisions a player makes should be dramatically significant. Choices that do not
have an impact, such as special decisions (deciding to position oneself behind a box or a
pillar) are not interactive. In his words, “they add nothing to the storyworld. Yes, they’re
interactive. No, they’re not interactive storytelling” (Crawford, 2013). Secondly, decisions
need to be balanced to be meaningful. For example, allowing players to pick between eating
an apple and defeating the dragon is too obvious of a choice. Moreover, the decisions should
be frequent, and often small. Some choices should have a great impact on the story, but most
should be less impactful. A great example of this is a rich dialogue system that allows players
to make small decisions during conversations. At the same time, choosing to build
relationships with the NPCs will influence the storyline. Lastly, choices should have
unsatisfactory or negative results. This will create a more authentic story and allow players
more agency to do as they desire.
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In her book “Hamlet on the Holodeck”, Janet Murray has defined the notion of agency as:
“Agency is the satisfying power to take meaningful action and see the results of our decisions
and choices” (Murray, 1998, p. 126). She argues that there needs to be a balance between the
player actions and the computer actions to create meaningful decisions. In her book, Murray
uses the example of chess as a game with little actions that offer players a high level of
agency to create desirable outcomes.

2.3 Emergent Narrative

Emergent narrative as explained by Murnane (2018) is a phenomenon that occurs when,
depending on what actions the player takes while playing, the storyline forms itself after the
player’s decisions. In other words, the storyline of the game is not predetermined but
generated through gameplay.

Murnane (2018) claims there are two types of emergent narrative: design of emergent systems
and player created emergence. He makes the connection between emergent systems and
tabletop games such as Dungeons and Dragons (1974). The game master in Dungeons and
Dragons is the person that gives feedback to the player in the form of experiences and
narrative based on the current game state. In computer games, the emergent system works as
a game master in the sense that the system generates narrative and feedback to the player, and
based on their actions and the current state of the game, the artificial intelligence (AI) agents
react in a meaningful way to the player’s actions (Murnane, 2018).

Murnane (2018) explains how player created emergence is about stories created in the
moment and how it is more about random chance rather than something pre-designed. Some
possible storylines can go completely unnoticed by the player depending on the choices they
make. “Essentially, the goal of designing emergent systems had become not story creation,
but creation of the possibility of story” (Murnane, 2018, pp 19).

One thing that Murnane (2018) points out is that emergent narrative is also about
achievements. “These system-generated goals allow players to extend the life of gameplay by
introducing challenges which the player might otherwise not undertake.” (Murnane, 2018,
pp. 168). What he implies by this is that there might be possible gameplay or storylines –
which are not a part of the main storyline – that the player does not experience. However, by
adding possible goals that the player can achieve if they were to take a side-step away from
the main storyline, these alternative storylines would then more likely be experienced by the
player.

A big part of emergent narrative is NPCs or AI agents, and this is a topic that Ruth Aylett
(1999) discusses in her paper about emergent narrative in virtual environments. One
particular thing she explains is how the passing of time in a game should be considered when
designing narrative AI agents. This is a concept that we are going to refer to as
in-between-time. One is likely to have seen a movie, read a book, watched a play, or played a
game where the story mentions something similar to: “the next day” or “6 hours later”. This
is what in-between-time is. As suggested by Aylett (1999), for a more interesting and real-life
emergent narrative, the AI agents should act as if they have experienced the in-between-time
and not simply behave as if they have teleported from one timestamp to another. Papworth
(2016) discusses similar topics in her paper on how to use AI design for narrative purposes
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and claims “Designing narrative AI agents is all about designing compelling, believable and
conveying behaviors.” (Papworth, 2016, pp. 37).

Sergio Alvarez-Napagao et al. (2011) discuss the concept of distributed drama management
and double appraisal. AI agents take their own responsibility in making choices that have the
greatest emotional impact on other characters in the virtual space. The authors present two
different roles that characters possess: in-character and out-of-character where in-character
is the most common one and refers to agents driven by individual motivations.
Out-of-character is more complex and refers to agents that seek chances to cause conflicts
with other characters or make other sorts of modifications to their relationship.

It is safe to say that systems that create the possibility of a story and smart AI agents that
behave differently towards the player, make for a more interesting and believable emergent
narrative.

To sum it up, game mechanics, interactive storytelling, and emergent narrative can all be a
part of creating stories in games. The game mechanics open up the possibility for the player
to make choices that will lead to either interactive or emergent narrative. It is safe to say that
interactive and emergent narrative drives stories forward. The main difference between the
two is that emergent narrative shapes the story after the player's decisions and for that reason,
the story is not predetermined, whilst interactive storytelling guides the player to specific set
endings. Interactive storytelling gives the player some freedom of choice but controls the
outcome to some extent.

2.4 Nemesis System

For us to be able to analyze how the Nemesis System generates narrative, we first ought to
explain what the Nemesis System is and how it works.

The Nemesis System was first introduced in Middle Earth: Shadow of Mordor (2014) but has
since its release up until Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017) been upgraded and improved
upon. This game is an open-world game, meaning the player can roam around freely without
the restraints of specific paths. In the game, the player takes on the role of the ranger Talion
with the goal of defeating his enemy, Sauron. To get to Sauron the player must go through
Sauron’s army of orcs – or the so-called nemeses – and take over the fortresses of Mordor.

The army of Sauron consists of higher-ranked orcs divided into a hierarchy system. The
lowest rank being captains, the second-highest rank being warchiefs, and the highest rank
being overlords. There are different nemeses and hierarchy systems in each city in Mordor.
This implies that depending on which city the player is located in, the hierarchy is going to be
different. Nemeses can form relationships with each other that are either positive or negative.
For instance, they can have a blood brother who will most likely show up to help defeat the
attacker, and they can have rivals that they are trying to defeat. Captains defeating other
captains can advance higher in the hierarchy system and thereby get promoted to warchiefs or
even overlords.

Orcs that have not earned their place in Sauron’s army are called grunts and are of low rank
and considerably easier to kill. If a grunt were to kill the player, they would be welcomed into
Sauron’s army as a captain, receive a higher power level and earn a title. Every nemesis in the
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army possesses a title in relation to either their personality or an experience they have had. To
let every nemesis have distinctive personalities is what enables the player to have an easier
time remembering which nemesis they have met before.

An important part of the Nemesis System is that every time the player dies, they cheat death
and come back to life. During the time that the player is dead time still advances, which
means that nemeses could have gotten killed by another orc, or they could have gotten
promoted or degraded to a new rank in the hierarchy. The Nemesis System also gives the
nemeses a chance of cheating death themselves, giving the player more interesting
interactions since the orc will remember being killed and mention it while encountering the
player again. Every time the player encounters a nemesis, the orc will get a cutscene where
they give a monologue to the player. If it is not the first time the nemesis and the player
encounter one another, the orc will most likely talk about what happened at their previous
meeting.

After some progression in the game, the player can choose to recruit a captain. After
recruiting an orc, the player obtains the opportunity to either make the orc their bodyguard or
send the orc on so-called Nemesis missions. Examples of Nemesis missions could be to raid
another captain’s camp or interfere in a duel between two nemeses.

To summarize this section, the Nemesis System is a hierarchy of nemeses who all have the
goal of climbing as high up in the hierarchy as they can. In order for a nemesis to gain power
and climb up in the hierarchy, they need to prove themselves by defeating foes. Nemeses
fighting each other will happen even though the player is not there to witness it. If the player
is present and chooses to interact with the Nemesis System, the outcome may change. The
system will thereby provide the player with additional, possible storylines and encounters that
the player would not otherwise come across.
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3. Methodology

In this study, formal analysis has been used as the main method for our research and data
collection. Formal analysis as described by Petri Lankoski and Staffan Björk (2015, pp.
23-34), in their book Game Research Methods: An Overview, is a common method used in
literary analysis, film analysis, and games. The authors argue that using this specific method
often pairs well with smaller systems of larger games rather than the entire game itself, as it
examines specific elements closely and explains them in detail.

3.1 Setup

In order to conduct the test and gather the necessary data, the team members played the
standard edition of Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017) a total of three times (once per
group member), focusing on the Nemesis System and its separate components. The
playthroughs were conducted on PC and PlayStation 4. To ensure that the data collection of
each participant was documented the same, we kept a formalized journal (see Appendix A).
The formalized journal was focused on obtaining data about each component in the Nemesis
System, which was required to provide the information needed to answer our research
question. The play sessions were also recorded using OBS Studio for PC and PlayStation 4
Youtube streaming service. We have also researched and used different academic literature
sources to support our claims and data collection throughout this paper.

3.2 Practical Steps

The Nemeses System was broken down by first mapping out a full overview of the entire
system, looking at which components belonged in the system and which did not. When the
different components were identified they were studied and analyzed separately. The main
task was to compare how these different components behaved in different situations and
combined with different elements. In the end, all these components were analyzed together,
how they cooperate and depend on each other to provide the information we needed to
answer our research question.

To analyze these components, we started by looking at their behavior when taking certain
actions during gameplay. How these different actions were triggered was examined by
documenting the outcome of the different elements. Continuing we documented these
behaviors and later compared them to each other and the rest of the system. We also mapped
out the behaviors using flowcharts and timelines when these components were triggered, used
or activated by the system and compared them to other elements triggered at the same time.
Lastly, we went back to all the different components documented and analyzed to then
compare how the system made these different elements collaborate by discussing and using
timelines to map out the different behaviors.

The method of formal analysis also opens up for discussion on how the specific system
behaves and understanding each perspective regarding it. It can be utilized to observe how
the system behaves when using it in different ways, to see what happens when one does one
thing, and another does another. How does the system change depending on behaviors, and
does it respond the same every time or does it change? These are all questions that are used
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when performing formal analysis. This meant that we wanted to push the system and its
separate components as far as it goes to understand in detail how it works and its boundaries.

In order to push the system, the authors of this study each tried to variate their own playstyle
to receive different outcomes to ensure that we covered most bases of the system. For
instance, the usual playstyle the player had when the system introduced a component needed
to be put aside. This opened up for more variety in gameplay when the decision was not
based on the player's immediate response but rather focused on testing a game mechanic not
yet explored.

3.3 Limitations

However, Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017) is a long game. According to the
howlongtobeat.com website (n.d.), the game can take between 20.5 and 55.5 hours, with an
average of 36.5 hours per playthrough. Due to time limitations, there was a lack of exploring
its boundaries to its full extent. This resulted in the data collected being somewhat
inconclusive regarding boundaries. The data collection covered most of the Nemesis System's
primary components but failed to explore its boundaries and faults to a full extent.

There were also some time constraints when it came down to mapping out each event
occurring. The journal was extremely detailed and for each encounter with a nemesis the
game needed to be paused to be able to document the information. This resulted in the
playthrough not having the usual flow since there are a large number of nemeses encountered
and they appear frequently. This made it more difficult for the players to have a flow in their
playthrough which resulted in the game not being played as it normally would have. The
large amount of documentation also caused the players to struggle with making it to the end
of the game in time. This made the playthroughs less detailed and therefore somewhat
inconsistent.

However, the amount of data collected in the end was enough to analyze the Nemesis System
and to help answer our research question, even though some data were inconclusive regarding
boundaries.
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4. Results & Discussion

We have established the building blocks of the Nemesis System and explained the method we
used to break the system down and thoroughly analyze it. In this section of the paper, we
show the results we discovered from our analysis of the Nemesis System. In addition to
presenting the results we are also discussing what the results mean in order for us to be able
to answer our research question: “How does the “Nemesis System” from “Middle Earth:
Shadow of War” (2017) generate stories?”.

We have divided the Nemesis System into five parts and thereby split this chapter into five
sections. These sections are Hierarchy, Encounters & Outcomes, Recruits, Relationships, and
Appearance & Personality. So, why did we choose to divide the Nemesis System into these
particular sections? The reason is simply because after gathering all of our research about the
Nemesis System, we believed these parts of the system are the most relevant to analyze for
our research question to be answered. In their section, each part of the Nemesis System is
explained and analyzed. We begin with the Hierarchy which in essence is the heart of the
Nemesis System. The second section is Encounters & Outcomes which goes into how the
player can interact with the Nemesis System. We continue with the Recruits which is the part
that takes the system to a deeper level of interaction. The next section is Relationships where
the reader receives further details about the nemeses and their relations. Lastly, we arrive at
Appearance & Personality which is a section that explains tools that the Nemesis System uses
to let the player form relationships.

The five sections are concluded by connecting all our analyzed components of the Nemesis
System together, to be able to find an answer to our study.

4.1 Hierarchy

In this section, we will take a look at how the hierarchy operates in the Nemesis System and
how it keeps track of the different nemeses' status.

The Nemesis System contains different higher-ranked orcs divided into a hierarchy. Their
rank can change depending on encounters and outcomes that might increase or lower the
ranked NPCs power level. Grunts might get promoted to captains and captains might get
promoted to warchiefs etc.

Fig. 1: Image of the hierarchy system, with overlord as the highest-ranked nemeses
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The different rank decides the power level of each orc and the difficulty level changes
depending on which position they have.

At the bottom of the hierarchy, there are the so-called grunts (soldiers). The grunts are by far
the biggest group and the enemy that the player encounters the most during play. However,
since they are such a large group and the most encountered enemy, the player does not
receive any information about them or their power level. If a grunt manages to kill the player
they are able to get promoted to the next higher-ranked position, captain. The captains are the
nemeses defending the warchiefs and overlords. They are just above the common grunt and
an enemy the player frequently encounters. The captain may rank up if earning enough
experience points (XP) by either killing the player, killing other captains, or passing their
own trials and missions. If so, the captain can get promoted to warchief.

Warchiefs are always to a start at a higher power level than both captains and grunts and there
can be a total of four warchiefs in each city. Most of the warchiefs use one or more captains
as their bodyguards, meaning the player must also defeat their bodyguards when defeating the
warchiefs. The warchiefs are the enemies that stand between the captains and the overlord.
The overlord is always the highest-ranked at a fortress and has multiple captains as
bodyguards. After an overlord has been defeated by the player the fortress is conquered since
there is always just one overlord in each city.

Every time a player dies, advances in time, a nemesis gets promoted or advances/decreases in
level, a battle report is presented. It also updates when there has been a battle of some sort
between different nemeses without the player present. The battle report displays which
nemesis has either won or lost a battle, got promoted, or leveled up. To put it simply, the
battle reports keep the player updated on the battles that occurred between nemeses and their
results.

The hierarchy system is the first part of what gives the nemeses their own life and purpose.
They have to fight their own battles to move higher in rank but also to defend themselves
from losing it. Whether the player is present or not, the system in charge of the nemeses runs
their own life within the hierarchy, and the battle report helps the player know what is
happening when they are not around. As Aylett (2018) mentions, the NPCs, which in this
case are the nemeses, are a big part of creating emergent narrative. The nemeses will continue
creating different stories even if the player is not present. For example, in the time between
encounters, the orcs might have leveled up, killed another nemesis, and driven the story
forward. The in-between-time that Aylett (2018) discusses, will develop the stories and the
nemeses will not behave as if they have teleported from one timestamp to another.

Furthermore, as described by Alvarez-Napagao et al. (2011), the AI agents take their own
responsibility in making choices, and the out-of-character agents seek chances to cause
conflict between other characters. For instance, one captain can start a mission to rob the
outpost of another captain.
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4.2 Encounters & Outcomes

In this section, we will look at what the different encounters and outcomes are, what happens
when a player interacts with a nemesis and the result of that. There are a variety of ways to
how an encounter or an outcome can occur. An interaction with a nemesis can start and end in
various ways and combinations.

4.2.1 Encounters

First, we will examine the different encounters that can take place. An encounter can include
several nemeses at the same time and also have several different outcomes with each of the
nemeses.

Some encounters start with a cutscene, introducing what kind of interaction has been
triggered. This can be for example an ambush where the captain decided to start an
interaction with the player. If a captain chooses to ambush the player, the cutscene is
automatically triggered and after the battle may begin. An ambush can happen at any time,
whether it is on a separate mission or the player is already engaged in a fight with another
nemesis. Captains can also choose to ambush each other and not just the player. Similar to
ambush there is also betrayal which behaves the same way. A cutscene will be triggered,
thereafter a battle will be initiated and a captain can betray either the player or other nemeses.
Another encounter that is also triggered by a captain is cheating death. If in a previous
encounter, the player has managed to kill a captain, they can cheat death and come back to
life.

So, ambush, betrayal, and cheating death are all encounters that are initiated by the nemesis
and not the player. These can occur at any time during gameplay even if the player already is
interacting with another nemesis.

There are also encounters that are only triggered by the player. These encounters can be
avoided if the player chooses to, and the player has to initiate a battle themselves to trigger
the cutscene and the interaction between the nemeses.

The easiest way of interacting with a nemesis is to accidentally run into them which we will
refer to as a random encounter. Since captains are scattered all around the map, the player
and the captain might simply be at the same location at the same time. The player can choose
to interact and start an encounter or simply run away without any confrontation.

If the player is looking for a specific nemesis and wants to track them down, the player can
choose to either mark the target on the map or start a vendetta mission. When doing so the
nemesis's location will be visible to the player and easy to track down. Marking a target can
be done at any time whilst the vendetta mission is only available if that specific nemesis
previously has killed the player. When the player has been killed by a nemesis, they can
choose to start a vendetta mission which will show the location of the nemeses.

Last up are the so-called Nemesis missions. These are essentially every mission where two
captains have a type of interaction with one another during a set period of time, and during
that period the player is able to interfere and affect the outcome. This period of time is
measured in turns of three. Each time the player receives a battle report, the mission loses one
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turn. The Nemesis missions can be two rival captains dueling each other to prove themselves
and climb higher in the hierarchy. It can also be a captain and his followers raiding another
captain’s camp or a captain executing another captain and three of his followers. A captain
can also take on a Trial by Ordeal, which means that the captain is fighting against a caragor
(an enemy beast) in front of other orcs to gain power and recognition.

4.2.2 Outcomes

There can also be multiple outcomes (fig. 2) that later will have an effect on the next
encounter.

Fig. 2: Image of the different outcomes from an encounter

The most common outcome at the start of the game is either that the nemesis or the player
dies. When the player dies, they will always respawn, preventing the game from ending.

The player can also be humiliated instead of killed by the nemesis. This will occur right when
the nemesis is about to kill the player but instead decides to humiliate them. This can only be
done by captains and higher ranked nemeses, not by grunts who can only either kill or be
killed.

During battle, a nemesis might decide that the fight is either too hard or there’s something
scaring them making the nemeses retreat. By doing so, the enemy will run away from the
battle and the player can choose to either chase after or let them escape. The same goes for
the player who can decide to run from a fight at any point, no matter what kind of encounter.

If a player has battled hard and is about to deal its final stroke to a nemesis, the nemesis can
prevent himself from getting killed by death-defying. This will trigger a cutscene of the
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nemesis refusing to give up and after the cutscene, their health will have been half
regenerated and the battle continues. The player can later try to kill the nemesis again.
Similar to death-defying is tricky escape. The only difference is that the nemesis disappears
right after the cutscene and the player will not be able to rejoin the battle right after.

There is one outcome that will trigger a choice of multiple outcomes for the nemeses called
dominating. If the player chooses to dominate a nemesis mid-battle they will end up with
various options for the outcome.

Fig. 3: Image of the player dominating a captain which then generates multiple choices

Shaming – The player can choose to shame the enemy which will make them lower in power
level and weaker hence easier to fight. If a captain gets shamed multiple times they might get
the effect of being deranged meaning they will go mad, start crying, or get depressed.

Fight to death – When dominating a captain, it automatically fills up the player's health bar.
So, if the player decides not to either shame or recruit the captain they can choose to stop
dominating and go back to battle them again.

Recruit – The player can also choose to recruit the captain adding them to the player's army,
but only if the player's power level is not lower than the captain’s. After recruiting the
captain, the player will get four more options for what the captain might do after recruitment:

- Stay and fight for the player

If the player chooses to make the captain stay and fight for them, that’s simply what
they will do, stay and fight other enemies around the player.

- Retreat

If a captain is commanded to retreat, they will flee the scene and the player can call on
them another time.

- Shun
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When a captain is shunned they lower in power level and leave the army.

- Command

The player can command the captain to either go and fight or kill other captains.

In some cases where the recruited captain is a bodyguard to a warchief, the player will get the
option to infiltrate and make them spy on their warchief in the same hierarchy.

Example

One nemesis that was often encountered by one of the players, was a captain named Ashgarn
the Impaler. In these encounters, the previous outcome decided to some extent how the next
encounter would start. It also shows how the story keeps evolving around Ahsgarn and how
his power level (Lvl) increases or lowers depending on the outcome (fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Encounters and outcome with Ashgarn the Impaler

For each encounter, stories unfold with the help of dialogue and cutscenes, not necessarily
only with Ashgarn, but also with other captains. For instance, during encounter number five
(fig.4), Ashgarn got shamed by the player because he was stronger, therefore could not be
recruited. Because of the shaming interaction, the sixth encounter (fig.4), allowed the player
to recruit Ashgarn to their army. However, since the system allows for the nemeses to have
their own missions outside player space, Ashgarn had grown stronger in the meantime. This
allowed him to betray the player, which he also refers to in a small cutscene (fig. 5).
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Fig. 5: Cutscene from the betrayal

“Remember when you forced me to join your army? Remember when I wasn’t strong enough to resist?”

This betrayal is all by chance and nothing the player can foresee. This opens up for a richer
storyline since the player will now have to battle a captain they previously assisted and thus
created an emotional bond.

In the end, the player's goal is to recruit as many nemeses as possible and to overtake the
different fortresses in the world. The end station for Ashgarn and the player is ultimately to
have him recruited which is how the storyline ended for this specific captain.

Fig. 6. The number of encounters based on all player data

Since the system allows the player to interact with over 100 different orcs during a
playthrough and as shown previously (fig. 6) not all nemeses are encountered more than
once. One encounter will not make a greater impact on the player since there are too many to
keep track of. The player rarely encounters orcs multiple times. For instance, the encounters
with Ashgarn (fig. 5), will create a specific bond since these do not occur as often. The story
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builds on these specific nemeses the most since they are encountered the most and therefore
creates more interaction with the player.

These encounters and outcomes are a generated mix of game mechanics, interactive
storytelling, and emergent narrative which will create various stories in different ways.

The game mechanics as explained by Dubbelman (2016) decides what the player is going to
explore just as when the player is interacting with a nemesis. The game mechanics open up
the path for several choices by letting the player have multiple choices of outcomes. They can
choose to either battle to death, shame, recruit, make the nemeses a spy or even retreat.
Adams & Dormans (2012) describe emergence in games as having a lot of simple game
mechanics and rules that offer a lot of variation. These types of choices will create multiple
outcomes depending on what the player chooses to act on.

There are a lot of various options the system hands to the player which opens up a path to
different stories. With all these options and choices regarding the outcomes, it is now up to
the player to decide which outcome they want and how they want the story to unfold. These
kinds of decisions are described by Adams (2014) as interactive storytelling. The interactive
stories take place in the present, just as these choices when facing a nemesis do, and lets the
player navigate the events as they occur. By recruiting a captain, for instance, the story will
push forward to where the player's army rises, thus letting the player come closer to its main
goal. If, on the other hand, the player decides to either shame or kill the nemesis, the story
will go in another direction creating a different outcome. However, there is not to say that
even though the player might choose to recruit the nemesis, he will come back and betray the
player later on, which can be viewed as a characteristic of an emergent narrative. As Murnane
(2018) explains that the stories will alter depending on players’ previous actions rather than
something pre-designed. The player will never know if their recruit will betray them or not,
their only impact is their choices made previously but still, the system will decide what to do
with those decisions. Therefore this part of the system is just what Murnane (2018) describes
the design of emergent systems as.

Another game mechanic that is a big part of the Nemesis System, is the fact that both player
and nemesis can respawn after death. If the game would simply end or start over, like most
other games, the stories would not be thriving in the same way. Ayletts (1999)
in-between-time would lose its value because there would be no story told in between. The
NPCs would not be able to refer to that previous encounter and so a part of a story would go
missing. Even death has a purpose and tells a story in the Nemesis System.

Because of the possibility the system provides of bringing a nemesis back from the dead, the
relationship between the player and the nemesis will enrich the storyline. The nemesis can
interact via monologue and refer to that the player might have thought they killed them or
vice versa and that will create an emotional bond for the player.

The random chance generated through emergent systems, as described by Murnane (2018),
will decide whether the nemeses will cheat death or not. The player will not have much to say
if that specific encounter will occur or not. For the player themself, after getting killed by a
nemesis the player can choose if they want revenge or not. If they do, they can choose to go
after the nemesis by starting a vendetta mission. This choice is what Adams (2014) refers to
when describing interactive storytelling, the choices the player has to impact a specific
outcome. The player actively chooses to hunt down the specific nemesis to collect their
revenge.
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4.3 Recruits

Just as Sauron has an army of nemeses, the player also has (after some progression in the
game) the chance of recruiting nemeses to join their army. When fighting a captain or a
warchief until the point of breaking them, they can be dominated by the player. Dominating a
nemesis gives the player the possibility of recruiting the orc to join the player’s army.
Recruited orcs receive blue details on their gear instead of the red details they have while
fighting for Sauron. All of the recruits will help the player when they are either summoned or
when there is a big battle. The player receives a number of different commands they can give
the recruits, such as selecting one of them to take the role of bodyguard, ordering them to
infiltrate and spy on enemy warchiefs and overlords, and ordering them to go on Nemesis
missions.

The player can have one bodyguard for each city in Mordor. After becoming a bodyguard, the
recruit can be summoned whenever the player chooses (except for during particular main
quests and when the cooldown is not ready) and will fight for the player.

If the player is recruiting a captain who is also a bodyguard of either a warchief or an
overlord, that recruit can be commanded to spy on either of these nemeses. If the player
decides to go on a mission to defeat the warchief or overlord that the recruit is spying on, the
spy will (if he is loyal to the player) betray the nemesis and attack. This makes it easier for
the player to defeat said nemesis.

Not only can the recruits be ordered by the player to go on a Nemesis mission, but they can
also decide to go on a mission themselves. In both cases, the player can interfere with the
mission and affect the outcome. If the player does not choose to interfere and the time period
for the mission runs out, the player will receive a battle report, telling if the recruit was
successful or not. If the player does however decide to interfere with the mission, the player
will try to help the recruit succeed. In case of success, both the player and the recruit will gain
XP.

Fig. 7: Example of the Nemesis Mission “Execution”, The captain Kûga of the White Hand is executing Thrak
Man-catcher and his warriors

When the player is fighting against an enemy captain and is about to be killed by the orc, one
of the player’s recruits can on rare occasions show up as a savior. This means that the recruit
will show up out of the blue and kill the enemy right before the enemy is about to kill the
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player. However, not all of the recruits are to be trusted and if a recruit does not have loyalty
towards the player, the recruit can decide to betray the player and try to kill them. If the
former recruit were to kill the player, he would gain power in Sauron’s army.

Fig. 8: Example of Betrayal: our recruit Ronk Troll-Born brought another recruit as leverage, switched to
Sauron’s army, and then tried to kill us

As we have established, Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017) offers a lot of encounters
between the player and different orcs, already the opportunities for different storylines are
many. Later, the game introducing the player to the possibility of recruiting orcs takes the
relationships and stories even further.

Not only is the player able to recruit a nemesis they have encountered, it automatically gives
the player chances for more interaction with that nemesis which in turn will let the player
create a stronger relationship with him. The player is also given the mechanic of choosing
what they want to do with the recruit (such as making them a bodyguard, making them a spy,
or sending them on a Nemesis mission) which in turn creates the possibility of a story with
multiple different outcomes. As claimed by Murnane (2018), designing a system that is
creating the possibility of a story rather than a definite storyline is vital for a system that
makes use of emergent narrative. This is something the Nemesis System clearly does in its
recruit-system by giving the player multiple different possibilities of interaction with the
recruits and the nemeses.

The fact that the player is given several choices of outcome for each recruit creates a lot of
interactive storytelling in the game. Adams (2014) explains how games that are providing the
player with choices that will lead the story in different directions are games that use
interactive storytelling.

After the player makes a choice and commands the recruit, it is either up to the player to try
to steer the outcome in the path they want the story to go or leave the fate of the recruit
entirely in the hands of the Nemesis System. Take the example of sending a recruit off to raid
an enemy captain’s camp. The story might be up to the player to affect by following their
recruit on the raid. The player would assist the recruit by killing an enemy, and thereby
creating a storyline in which one particular enemy was killed, and one particular recruit was
victorious. The game also lets us believe that if we choose not to interact, the system is going
to decide for us, which is partially true. The system is going to decide the outcome through its
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emergent system, however that outcome is going to be based on the current game state, which
is a state created by both the player’s actions and the NPCs actions. The system is going to
consider the state of the nemeses and also take into consideration the relationship the orcs
share with each other and other orcs.

We believe this to be a great example of how the Nemesis System is generating stories and
how many possibilities of stories there are. This example also ties well with Murnane’s
(2018) thoughts on how an emergent system provides the player with narrative and feedback
based on their actions and the current state of the game.

4.4 Relationships

An aspect of the game that reinforces the uniqueness of the captains and the idea that they are
“living” their own separate lives in the presence of relationships. Relationships can develop
between captains and have influence over interactions and outcomes between the player and
his enemies. Although relationships are randomized automatically by the game, the player
has the power of ending these by killing one of the ones involved. Enemies can have more
relationships at the same time. For example, an orc can have a rival and be the bodyguard of a
warchief at the same time. The main types of relationships in the game are blood brothers,
rivals, and bodyguards. These will be explained in more detail in the next paragraphs.

4.4.1 Blood Brothers

Blood Brothers is a type of positive relationship two nemeses can have. In this situation, they
have a strong bond that is broken by the player, the member that lived will seek revenge on
the player. This can manifest in interactions such as ambushes or betrayals. When
encountering the surviving brother, they are most likely to have monologue related to the
murder of their blood brother.

This relationship is kept secret until the player finds intel regarding both members involved,
then it is marked by a white line connecting them in the army section (fig. 9). Depending on
the amount of information known, the name of the blood brother will be written in the
“Hates” (see Traits) section of the Details Menu (fig. 10)
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Fig. 9: The white line marks the blood brother relationship between the two captains after intel on both was
discovered

Fig. 10: Blood Brother relationship is written in the “Hates” tab of the captain details menu

The fact that enemies have high chances of reacting to the death of their brother, creates
interesting outcomes. As an example, we will look at the bond between Koth the Scorcher
and Bolg Spider Hawk (later Bolg the Avenger).

During gameplay, one of the players encountered Koth the Scorcher, recruited him, and made
him Bodyguard. Later when the player injured Koth by mistake, his Blood Brother Bolg
Spider Hawk came to his defense.
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Since the player lost the fight and got killed by Bolg, the enemy changed his title from
“Spider Hawk” to “the Avenger” to portray his victory. Afterward, the player started a
vendetta mission to get revenge on Bolg and recruited him after the enemy retreated a few
times. Because Bolg was heavily damaged by the main character, it caused his brother to
spawn nearby and betray the player (fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Koth Scorcher betrays the player after his blood brother was injured

Subsequently, the player tried recruiting Koth back but failed.

After trying to lower Koth’s level and failing, the player killed him. This once more triggered
a betrayal interaction when Bolg spawned close by to avenge his brother (fig. 12). In the end,
both brothers were killed.

Fig. 12: Bolg Betraying the player as revenge for killing his blood brother
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4.4.2 Rivals

Rivalry is the only negative relationship between captains. In this case, they are competing
against each other to prove themselves to the warchief. This relationship is marked with an
orange line between them. This connection can be seen by the player even if they have not
gathered any sort of intel yet.

Rivalries also progress automatically while the player is dead. If the player chooses not to
intervene in a duel between two rivals, and the turn counter reaches zero, the battle will take
place and the game will provide a battle report.

Due to the fact that some nemeses can travel from one city to another, their rival will change
if their location changes. The same thing is applicable when it comes to blood brothers.

Fig. 13: Duel between Rival Captains, with a turn counter of one

An example of rivalry was when the captain Amûg the Enforcer was raiding the supplies of
his rival, Gûnd the Shiver, and Gûnd emerged victorious. When one of the orcs involved wins
a duel they often level up, or they can be promoted to warchief.

4.4.3 Bodyguards

Bodyguards can be categorized into three types: bodyguard to the warchief, bodyguard to the
overlord, and ally bodyguard. This section will be focusing on the first two.

Bodyguards are captains that protect those who they serve. Bodyguards to the warchief and
bodyguards to the overlords are very similar, the only difference being the rank they are loyal
to. This relationship is marked with a white line, and the player is able to see it even when no
intel is known. Warchiefs and overlords can have more than one bodyguard at a time (fig.
14).
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The player can randomly encounter the bodyguards wandering around the map. If he or she
lures a warchief out during a mission, the bodyguards to the warchief will join the battle.

Fig. 14: Image showing the bodyguard relationships             Fig. 15: Image showing the bodyguard relation
o of a warchief of an overlord

The points mentioned above summarize the different relationships in the Nemesis System,
but how do they contribute to creating stories? In his work, Murnane (2018) talks about
player created emergence and the stories made in the moment. The author argues that when it
comes to emergent stories, random chance is more important than pre-designed elements.
This is the case here, where the relationships between nemeses are randomized by the system,
as well as the results between rivalries. The player has the power to intervene in these
relationships and change their course.

This is where interactivity comes into play. According to Adams (2014), interactive stories
are partly formed by the player’s decisions. Here, players can choose to get themselves
involved in rivalries and support one of the orcs instead of leaving the battle up to chance.
For example, when one high-level orc ambushes a low-level orc, the chance of survival of the
former one is higher. If the player decides to intervene, they have the power to support one of
the nemeses, recruit one (or both), or kill both of them. Players also have the power to make
decisions when it comes to the relationship between blood brothers by sending recruits to
assassinate one of them or kill/recruit one of the brothers themselves. Moreover, players have
the possibility of recruiting a warchief’s bodyguard and assigning them as a spy. This will
most likely result in the bodyguard betraying their watchief and even killing them. During all
of our playthroughs, all the spies have betrayed their superior, but we cannot say for sure if
betrayals have a 100% success rate.

As mentioned by Crawford (2013), when it comes to interactive storytelling decisions need to
be meaningful and balanced. In this case, the choices the player makes will have an impact on
the story (making them meaningful), and oftentimes there is no clear option a player will pick
over another (making them balanced).

Of course, the player can choose not to interact in any rivalries, get involved with orcs that
have a blood brother, or interfere between warchiefs and their bodyguards. In the case of
rivalries, one of the NPCs will emerge victoriously, and the player will get a battle report
after the time has advanced enough.

Rivalries are also a good example of how AI agents will experience the in-between-time, as
suggested by Aylett (1999). Contrary to how many NPCs in other games tend to contribute to
the story when the player is around, the nemeses in the Nemesis System are living their own
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lives, creating and solving their own conflicts. Besides nemeses ambushing one another,
stealing from each other, or facing one another in battle, they can also go on hunts to find
caragors (an enemy beast) to ride or face trials and executions for their crimes. These
believable behaviors performed by AI agents play a part in shaping the story, according to
Papworth (2016).

Overall, relationships are playing an important role in creating stories through emergent
narrative, player interactivity, and believable AI interactions. Emergent systems in
combination with interactive storytelling give the player the tools and the option to make
their own decisions and end up with different results every time. If it was not for the
randomization of relationships, the story would be linear and the players would have little say
in the results.

4.5 Appearance & Personality

Since the game offers a lot of encounters with different nemeses, the need for unique qualities
that makes them different from each other is a fact. Luckily, the appearance and personality
of each nemesis are unique with only a minuscule chance of multiple nemeses being given all
the same qualities.

The more basic types of unique appearances that the nemeses have are; skin-color, body size,
type of orc, clothes/armor, weapon, and facial features. The nemeses also have different ways
of speaking. They can have different dialects, and their voice can be squeaky or low.
Depending on their personality they can have more special ways of communicating, like for
instance speaking in riddles, rhyming, singing, or growling.

As previously mentioned earlier in this paper, when the orcs go from being regular grunts to
becoming captains, they receive their own title along with their name. The title they possess
is a reflection of either their appearance, personality, or an experience they have had.

Some nemeses are easier to remember because their titles are connected to their appearance
or personality in a more apparent way. For instance, we met a captain called Ogbur of the
Spiders (fig. 16) who was completely covered in spider web and sent his spider companions
to attack the player. We also met Ashgarn Maggot-Nest (fig.17) who had maggots all over
his body.
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Fig 16: Ogbur of the Spiders

Fig 17: Ashgarn Maggot-Nest

The title of a nemesis can change, for example, if you kill a nemesis and that orc cheats
death, they could change their title to something like the Survivor, or if they decide to flee
from a fight their new title could be something like the Gutless. It is however not only the
title that can change, but also the appearance. The nemesis could receive scars on places
where the player has cut him, and if the player for instance cuts the nemesis’s head off and
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that orc cheats death and returns, his neck could be surrounded by a metal cage that keeps his
head in place.

4.5.1 Ratak the Machine

One orc that we encountered several times was called Ratak. We want to bring up Ratak as an
example of an orc that changed a lot in appearance over the course of our four encounters
since this is an interesting part of the Nemesis System that makes the game feel more
realistic.

Encounter nr. 1

In our first encounter, we were fighting a captain called Khrosh the Venomous, and Ratak
was a grunt at that point and participated in our fight. Ratak did not have a particularly
special appearance, just like any other grunt. As can be seen in (fig. 18), he had light armor,
no helmet, and spears as his weapon. Ratak killed the player during the fight and therefore
became a captain himself.

Fig. 18: Image showing Ratak’s appearance during the first encounter

Encounter nr. 2

When we encountered Ratak for the second time, his appearance had changed quite a lot
since he became captain. He got heavier armor on his entire body, got a big helmet, and got
finer silver-looking spears instead of the rusty spears he had before. Ratak also received the
title Ratak the Serpent.

We attacked Ratak after seeking revenge on him for killing us, instantly killing him.
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Fig. 19: Ratak after becoming captain

Encounter nr. 3

Ratak cheated death after our second encounter and ambushed us. Since the last encounter,
Ratak’s appearance did not appear to have changed. Ratak had a cutscene where he said
“Look what you did to me, there will be no mercy this time” referring to the fact that we killed
him in our last encounter. We battled with Ratak and ended up killing him by splitting his
body in two, separating his upper body (waist up) from his lower body.

Fig. 20: Image of Ratak after cheating death
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Encounter nr. 4

In our final encounter with Ratak, he had cheated death once again and ambushed us to have
his revenge. Even more so that at our second encounter, Ratak had a great deal of alterations
to his appearance. Since he was cleaved in half, his entire upper body had become
machine-like with metal sticking out from his stomach, metal holding his upper arm together
with his lower arm, and his head being part flesh, part machine. His upper body was also
considerably bigger than it was previously, and he received thicker armor. Because of this
change in appearance, Ratak obtained the title Ratak the Machine. Although his body became
more machine-like, he still had certain features that made him look like himself, such as his
flat nose, his sharp teeth, and his bright green eyes (or should we say eye).

When ambushing us, Ratak had a cutscene where he spoke about how he became Ratak the
Machine; ”You cleaved me in two. Any other Orc would have died, but I survived. More than
that: I thrived. My brothers put me back together, stronger than ever, but they didn’t make me
into what I am. You did. You created The Machine.”

In the end, we defeated Ratak by shooting him with an arrow and thereafter he never
returned.

Fig. 21: Ratak’s appearance changed drastically after cheating death a second time

The example of Ratak shows how much a nemesis can change in appearance, but still be
recognizable to the player because of the traits and behaviors that make the nemesis unique.
When Ratak became a captain he changed a lot in appearance but there were still details
about his look that made us remember him, such as his skin color, face, and weapon. To let
the orcs that go from being a regular grunt to becoming captain have the same weapon and
body, is a detail in the game that we believe is very important for the story. This makes the
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story feel real to the players and that their actions and choices have a meaningful impact.
Aylett (1999) argues that the design of narrative NPCs must express conveying and
believable behavior, something we believe Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017) has been
successful with.

When Ratak later cheated death and came back looking very different and machine-like, he
had received the title Ratak the Machine. This is something that he explained to us, which we
believe is because of his drastic change in appearance and for the player to be able to realize
and remember who he was. As Aylett (1999) explained, for a compelling emergent narrative
the player needs to believe that the NPCs had experiences between the previous encounter
and the current one. Because Ratak is expressing what happened to him during that time, the
game is immediately providing the player with the feeling of time advancing even though the
player is not around. As discussed by Murnane (2018), the emergent system is making sure
the NPCs react in a meaningful way to the player’s actions.

Apart from their appearance the nemesis personality can be differentiated by their class,
advanced class, traits, and tribe. All these combined, are able to generate a multitude of
different captains that enrich gameplay and create unique nemeses.

The class of a nemesis refers to their weapon of choice and tactic. Depending on their
weapon, they prefer close combat or attacking from afar. For example, warriors use swords
and choose to stay close to their enemy, while archers utilize bows and keep their distance.
Advance classes on the other hand determine their fighting style and abilities nemeses use.
These classes are more specialized and provide additional bonuses and skills. As an example,
trackers are great at detecting when the player is sneaking, locating and tracking targets, and
laying traps that pin the enemy in place during combat.

Traits are the strengths and the weaknesses of the nemeses. Strengths offer advantages in
battle and can be broken into four categories: immunities (attacks of a particular type have no
effect), hates (these actions make the orcs enraged and more powerful), class traits (perks
offered by advanced classes or tribes), and bonuses (these are extra elements that provide
more power, such as a mount or a poisoned weapon). Weaknesses on the other hand make
nemeses weaker. These can be split into four categories as well: mortal weaknesses (severe
vulnerabilities that provide a great advantage to the player), vulnerabilities (these attacks
provide bonus damage), dazed by (attacks like these make enemies temporarily helpless), and
hints (a list of possible ways to defeat an orc).

Tribes are collectives based on a particular type of combat. Nemeses can be part of one of
these seven tribes and their fighting style, appearance, and personality are influenced by
them. For instance, the Dark Tribe members prefer stealth and most often wear face
coverings (fig. 22), while Feral Tribe members tend to fight using mounts and are dressed in
pelts and furs (fig. 23).
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Fig. 22: Orc that has the assassin advanced class and is part of the Dark Tribe

Fig. 23: Orc that has the beastmaster advanced class and is part of the Feral Tribe

Although the traits, (advanced) class, and tribe are randomly generated by the game, the
player has the power to change these to some extent through their actions. For example, some
nemeses can gain a strength or lose a weakness when leveling up. The same thing may
happen if they cheat death.

When we played the game, each one of us encountered more than 100 different nemeses and
many of them were encountered several times. If the nemeses would have looked similar to
each other the player would have had difficulties remembering the different orcs they have
encountered. However, since the nemeses’ appearance and personality are dissimilar to one
another, they become easier to remember.

Considering the unique appearance, personality, and conversations, the game is providing the
player with several tools to form emotional bonds with the nemeses. This in turn allows the
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player to create their own story surrounding the relationship they share with the nemeses.
This also agrees with what Crawford (2013) discusses about how some choices the player
makes should have a great impact on the story, but most should be less impactful. For
example, when the player is fighting against orcs, the actions they take decides what the
outcome is going to be. However, these actions do not have a great impact on the story as a
whole in regard to the large number of orcs the player will encounter. However, when some
encounters start to become re-encounters and the player begins to form relationships with the
nemeses, the choices the player makes will have a greater impact on the story.

The Nemesis System uses the titles of each nemesis as a way of enhancing their personality
to the player. If they change their title as an outcome of the player’s actions, they will let the
player know through a cutscene. As an example, we met a captain called Ronk Troll-Born
who became our recruit. Ronk later betrayed us and thereby changed his title to Ronk the
Traitor. This implies there are three different tools that the Nemesis System uses to create a
possibility for the player to form relationships and create their own story surrounding the
nemeses, the tools being the appearance, personality, and title of the nemeses.

On top of the characteristics mentioned above, orcs have traits, tribes, and (advanced) classes.
Similar to their personality and appearance, most of their traits and fighting attributes do not
affect the story directly, but add to their uniqueness, making them more memorable. One trait
that does affect the story to some extent is Iron Will. Captains that have this (either from the
beginning or gained it later on), will resist being recruited the first time. The only way to
bring these nemeses on the player’s side is by shaming the captain a few times. Iron will not
only make the orc harder to recruit, but also raise the chances of them becoming deranged.

Moreover, their appearance is tightly connected to their (advanced) class and/or tribe. For
example, assassins are likely to have a smaller build and wear a face covering, while tanks
are larger and harder to kill due to increased health points.

In short, a combination of appearance, personality, traits, (advanced) class, and tribe is what
makes nemeses unique and memorable. Although this does not impact stories directly, it
created more flashed characters that contribute to a better player experience. If all the
characters were to look similar, players might have a harder time discerning between those
who fought once, and those who fought several times.

4.6 Final Discussion

Hierarchy, encounters, outcomes, relationships, appearances, and personality. These are all
the different components we have examined and analyzed so far. In this section, we will
discuss how these components of the Nemesis System interact with one another and how they
are dependent on each other.

As we mentioned earlier, the Nemesis System allows the NPCs their own story, and the
player can to some extent affect how the nemeses’ story unfolds. The system's game
mechanics give the player the option (cf. Dubbelman, 2016) to choose how they want the
story to proceed in the game. In agreement with Adams (2014), he claims when discussing
interactive storytelling, these options let the player make a decision that will have an effect on
how the story moves forward. After a choice or action has been made, it is up to the emergent
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system to shape the story after that choice or action. This ties well with Murnane’s (2018)
thoughts on emergent systems and how the system generates narrative and feedback to the
player based on their actions.

The NPCs in the game will all be generated with random attributes and personalities by the
system. However, upon meeting the NPCs the player might have some say in how the NPCs
develop throughout the story and how some attributes may change. We have been analyzing
to what extent the NPCs have been affected by the player and to summarize the different
elements and their effect we have an example of a nemesis we encountered numerous times.
This nemesis was encountered multiple times and his story kept evolving through every
encounter. The nemesis was called Koth Scorcher and he was a captain whose not only
appearance and personality changed, but also power level, traits, and title. We are going to
discuss how all these changes contributed to the story and by mapping out the different
actions and attributes in timelines to easier understand how they affect each other see fig. 24.
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Fig. 24: Figure showing how Koth's different actions and attributes changed over time and the impact they had
on each other

These actions and attributes (fig. 24) show how Koth’s story unfolds throughout our
interaction with him. Leading up to our first encounter, we had decided to hunt Koth down.
This was an active choice made possible by the game mechanics, as argued by Dubbelman
(2018). According to Adams (2014), the mechanic of choosing different alternative paths that
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will affect the direction that the storyline takes is what interactive storytelling is about. This
means we made an interactive decision to track Koth down, thereby engaging in a battle with
him. During our meeting with Koth, the system allowed us once again to take actions that
would affect the outcome and push the story forward. The outcome is however not entirely up
to the player to decide since there is a possibility for the player to get killed, either by the
enemy they are fighting or by another orc. In our case, the first encounter with Koth resulted
in him surviving and we were killed by another orc, and since Koth won the battle he gained
a power level. The way this encounter played out is what Murnane (2018) refers to as player
created emergence. This was a story created in the moment and not a story that was already
written.

Fig. 25: First encounter with Koth

After our first encounter with Koth, we decided to hunt him down once again. We ended up
recruiting Koth and assigned him as our bodyguard. Once again the system is providing us
with different actions to take, different choices to make, and a variety of possible directions to
push the story towards.

Between our second and third encounter with Koth, he had on his own account grown
stronger and developed disloyalty. This led Koth to betray and attack us with the help of his
blood brother. Aylett (1999) suggests that for a more real-life emergent narrative, NPCs
should behave as if they have had experiences in between the time of two different
encounters with the player. This encounter with Koth ties well with Aylett’s (1999) thoughts
since it is clear that Koth has managed to level up during the time between the second and
third encounters. Not only did his power level change, but he also gained a new fighting style
during our encounter because he betrayed me called Iron Will. This new fighting style
reflected Koth’s personality development and proved that Koth had evolved, even though we
did not interact with him. During the encounter Koth also refers to his betrayal in a cutscene
by saying;

“Damn your army – my loyalty is to my blood brother. Together, we will kill you!”
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This sort of communication shows how the system offers support to help the player
remember previous encounters. In our case, the system also reminded us about the fact that
Koth had a blood brother. There is also an indication in Koth’s monologue that the reason he
decided to betray us was due to the fact that Koth had a blood brother that was not a recruit.
This encounter agrees with what Murnane (2018) discusses about emergent systems and how
they generate narrative for the player based on the current game state. At the end of this
encounter, both Koth and his blood brother survived and we were killed by another nearby
enemy.

After a later encounter, we ended up killing Koth by chopping both his arms off and cleaving
his body in half. The system's response to this action was to, in the next encounter, let Koth
cheat death and ambush us to keep the story going. In this encounter though, Koth’s
appearance was noticeably altered (fig. 26), he was granted a new title, the Machine, and his
class was upgraded to Legendary.

Fig. 26: The fifth encounter with Koth when his appearance had drastically changed

Koth's reaction to the previous outcome of our encounter was communicated by a cutscene
where he said the following:

“Fleshling! You cleaved me in two. Any other orc would have died, but I survived. More than
that: I thrived. My brothers put me back together, stronger than ever, but they didn’t make me
into what I am. You did. You created The Machine.”

By looking at how titles, appearance, and traits are all working together, we are able to see
how these components breathe life into the nemeses. These components are what provide the
nemeses with a distinct personality and are what make the nemeses differentiate from one
another in a more obvious manner.

Juul (2001) argues that the player cannot coexist in the space of being both reader and the
interactive player. He means that since interactivity is happening in the present and narrative
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happened in the past, these two cannot be present simultaneously. Jenkins (2011) on the other
hand acknowledges the different perspectives of narrative in games. One of the major issues
discussed by Jenkins (2011) is that there is too much focus on games as whole telling stories
instead of narrative elements being introduced at a localized level. Middle Earth: Shadow of
War does have a larger story in itself whilst it is the Nemeses System that creates the smaller
more unique stories and could be what Jenkins (2011) argues should be more of focus.

The different components of the Nemesis System, as discussed earlier, let the player choose
their own path and open up the possibility for the player to form various relationships with
the NPCs in the system. This allows every player to create their own unique story because the
emergent narrative combined with interactive storytelling will ensure that the same story will
not be able to repeat itself.

The Nemesis System uses its different components to create stories by making them coexist
and cooperate. The hierarchy component gives the nemeses their own purpose and goals such
as taking on missions to become stronger and thereafter change their position in the
hierarchy. The nemeses also have their own personalities, appearances, traits, titles, and
classes. As with the position in the hierarchy system, these might all change depending on not
only player interaction but also the system that lets them make their own decisions. Similar to
what Alvarez-Napagao et al. (2011) argue about “out-of-character” behavior, the Nemesis
System makes sure that the nemeses search for opportunities to cause conflicts with each
other. This gives the nemeses a chance of having different types of relationships with one
another, such as blood brothers, rivals, or bodyguards. All of these components that the
Nemesis System uses are what Dubbelman (2016) explains as narrative devices. When they
all cooperate with each other they breathe life into the NPCs which gives them character and
a personality that the player can build emotional relationships with.

The bond between player and nemesis generates stories by allowing the player to make
choices depending on the specific bond they share with a specific nemesis. If, for instance,
the player was killed by a nemesis in an earlier encounter, the player might act on emotions
and decide to kill the nemesis instead of shaming or recruiting. The vendetta mission
encourages this kind of interaction by specifically allowing the player to start a mission
towards killing that nemesis. The player is even rewarded by being offered better items if
they accept the mission. According to Murnane (2018), achievements are a part of emergent
narrative. Emergent narrative offers many possible stories that the player might not discover
due to the choices they make. However, by adding achievements that the player will receive
if they go down a specific path, these possible stories will more likely be experienced by the
player (Murnane, 2018).

Adams (2014) states that when playing an interactive game, it does not matter what choices
you make, they will always lead you towards a pre-written ending. Stories that are created by
the player in the moment, as Murnane (2018) discusses, give the player the power to control
the outcome of the story to some extent. Although the Nemesis System does consist of both
interactive storytelling and emergent narrative, however, the parts that are interactive are
merely smaller choices and actions that lead to temporary “endings” that do not have a great
impact on the story as a whole (cf. Crawford, 2013).

The Nemesis System builds upon the previously mentioned components and narrative
devices. However, even though all these components contribute to giving the player an
enriched storyline, there are still some aspects that might be considered flawed.
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One of these flaws lies in the complex game mechanic system that are encounters and
outcomes. This system creates stories by allowing the player to interact with over one
hundred nemeses in each gameplay. However, most of these nemeses are encountered three
or fewer times which is about 92% of the total number of encounters (fig. 27), while the rest
8% are encountered four or more times.

Fig. 27: Encountered nemeses throughout gameplay for all players combined

These few amounts of nemeses that were encountered more than four times make it harder
for the player to form these kinds of bonds mentioned earlier with the nemeses. Considering
the high number of encounters the player has with different nemeses, it is hard to keep track
of them all and remember them. Numerous times we encountered nemeses that had the same
name, title, or similar appearance as another nemesis, and only due to the fact that we were
documenting all these encounters could we distinguish the differences and realize that it was
two different nemeses and not the same one.

The few times we encountered a specific nemesis on more than four occasions, were the
times we did remember without looking at our documentation and these encounters were the
ones that generated the most story.

Another aspect of the system that can be considered a flaw is the different monologues the
nemeses present during each encounter. These monologues are a way of helping the player
remember earlier encounters while also enhancing the nemesis’s personality. Two of our
examples in this thesis mention the exact same monologue performed by two different
nemeses during two different encounters. These monologues were given to us by the two
nemeses that were both killed and later came back to life with the same title, the Machine.
This shows a flaw in the system that even though we might think the system completely
changes the story depending on the player, it still shows the behavior of repeating itself. In
the end, however, there is a tremendous amount of encounters in the game and if they are not
documented, the chance of discovering this flaw would be small.
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5. Conclusion

After we introduced and discussed our results, we will now present the conclusion we arrived
at following our research, to be able to answer our research question: “How does the
“Nemesis System” from” Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017)” generate stories?.

Since previous academic research about the Nemesis System is lacking, we believe that this
study will fill a gap in the academic world on how the Nemesis System generates stories.
Previous academic work on storytelling in games does exist, but there is some
inconclusiveness when it comes to how game mechanics and storytelling collaborate to
generate stories.

In this paper, we have studied the different ways of generating stories through gameplay, such
as emergent narrative and interactive storytelling. We have also examined how complex
systems with game mechanics have an impact on the choices the player is able to make and
how that drives the story forward. Finally, we have broken down and analyzed the Nemesis
System and its different components. We have observed them separately to analyze how they
behave and how they collaborate with each other.

We have discovered that the Nemesis System uses game mechanics as a way of providing the
player with different choices that will shape the story. This makes the mechanics the ground
pillar for how the story can move forward. The complex game mechanic system of
encounters and outcomes opens up various ways a player can choose to play the game.
Encounters and outcomes are two of the biggest components in the Nemesis System and
immense reasons the system generates stories.

In addition, we have discovered that interactive storytelling is what allows the player to
choose the outcome they desire and how the choices affect the gameplay. These decisions are
what steer the player towards their desired goal, as Adams (2014) describes pre-written
endings.

Even though a player makes a specific choice that would lead them towards a pre-written
ending, the emergent narrative is what interferes with that decision. The emergent narrative in
the Nemesis System is the biggest contributor when it comes to storytelling in Middle Earth:
Shadow of War (2017). It creates stories in the moment based on previous actions taken by
the player and thereby provides the player with random events (Murnane, 2018). These
random events are what make the story unpredictable and more life-like to the player.

To sum it up, we have discovered that mechanics, interactive storytelling, and emergent
narrative are working together to create interesting stories for the players. Mechanics
constitute the basis that allows players to make choices, while the systems (especially the AI
system of the game) take the player input to provide different outcomes. This can be seen
best in our Koth example in the Final Discussion section. The game gives players the
mechanics to make choices (running away, killing, recruiting, and so on) and the systems are
creating emergence by offering outcomes depending on what the player has chosen to do
(Koth’s betrayal, coming back to life, becoming deranged). These three components are
dependent on each other and can only create stories together, however the emergent narrative
is playing a bigger part in creating player stories due to the multitude of player choices,
different outcomes, and AI agents in the game.
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Possible ways of further expanding this research on how the Nemesis System generates
stories could be to research the importance of character design and player emotions. Since the
nemeses and their appearances are such a strong feature it could have been an interesting
aspect to explore further. One could also argue that stories in connection to the player’s
emotions is a relatively unexplored area and it would be interesting to study players' emotions
regarding the stories created in the Nemesis System. It would also be interesting to compare
the emotions that players feel while playing Middle Earth: Shadow of War (2017) to another
similar story-driven game.

In conclusion, we have found out that the answer to our research question is that the different
components of game mechanics, interactive storytelling, and emergent narrative are all part
of how the Nemesis System generates stories. However, the analysis proved that emergent
narrative is the biggest contributor to the different stories created and how they adapt after
who is playing the game.
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Appendix A

During the data collection process, we used a game journal template to record important data
during playthroughs. This template was agreed upon by all members of the team and focuses
on elements relevant to the nemesis system.

Game Journal Template
Player’s name:
Mode:

Orc
Name:
Number of encounters:
Relationship:
Type:

Encounter nr x
Time & date:
Number of sessions:
Progress %:
Level of player:
Title:
Appearance/Visuals (photo/video evidence and detailed description):
Power Level:
Rank:
Class:
Fighting style:
Traits

- Strengths:
- Weaknesses:

Encounter:
Location:
Cutscene/conversation:
Outcome:
A short description:

Video/photo Evidence
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Appendix B

As mentioned in the Traits subsection of the Results, Middle Earth: Shadow of War provides
a pool of strengths, weaknesses, traits, classes, advanced classes, and tribes. Each nemesis is
given a combination of these.

Immunities
Poison-proof: Immune to poison attacks
Beast-Proof: Immune to attacks from beasts such as Caragors and Graugs
Frost-Proof: Immune to frost attacks
Fire-Proof: Immune to fire damage
Arrow-Proof: Immune to ranged attacks
Immune to Execution: Immune to Combat Executions
Immune to Curse
Vigilant against Stealth: Immune to stealth executions

Hates
Enraged by Weakness: Becomes enraged when enemy captains or higher rank orcs are
dazed
Enraged by Cowards: Becomes enraged when captains or higher rank orcs become Dazed
or flee
Enraged by Curse: Becomes enraged when hit by a cursed weapon
Enraged by Injury: Becomes enraged when taking damage
Enraged by Betrayal: Becomes enraged when allies fight each other
Enraged by Rival: Becomes enraged when “enemy” is near
Enraged by Poison: Becomes enraged after being poisoned
Enraged by Stealth
Enraged by Burning
Enraged by Morgai Flies
Enraged by Drakes
Enraged by Caragors
Enraged by Graugs
Enraged by Ghuls
Enraged by Frost: Becomes enraged after being frozen
Enraged by Pinning: Becomes enraged when you pin his foot to the ground
Enraged by Boss Defeat: Becomes enraged when his boss is killed
Enraged by Dwarfs: Becomes enraged at the sight of dwarfs
Enraged by Injury: Becomes enraged when wounded
Enraged by Undead: Becomes enraged at the sight of the undead
Enraged by Acrobatics: Becomes enraged when vaulted over
Enraged by Everything: Hates everything. may become enraged at any moment, attacking
anyone nearby
Enraged by Mortal Wounds: Becomes enraged when at low health
Enraged by Acrobatics: Becomes enraged when vaulted over
Enraged by Spiders: Becomes Enraged at the sight of spiders
Power Crazed: Becomes Enraged after encountering a stronger enemy
Killing Frenzy: Becomes enraged after killing a Captain
Bestial Frenzy: Becomes Enraged after he kills a beast
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Brutal Frenzy: Becomes enraged at the sight of brutal attacks or shaming
Last Stand: Becomes Enraged when facing you alone
Blood Brother: Loyal Blood Brother of unknown captain
Bloodlust: Becomes enraged when other Orcs nearby become enraged
Vengeful: Becomes Enraged when witnessing the death of an allied captain
Vengeful Master: Becomes enraged when a Bodyguard is killed
Devoted  Master: Becomes Enraged after his pet or gang is killed
Possessive Master: Becomes enraged if his Bodyguards are attacked
Haunted: Becomes Enraged at the sight of Shadow Strike

Class traits
Slayer: Extremely skilled fighter: The slayer faces his enemies head-on and overpowers them
with his exceptional combat skills
Marksman: Unit is a specialist in ranged combat who sees farther, fires with more accuracy,
and deals more damage
Commander: Emboldens those who fight alongside him. Enabling them to fully unleash
their battle lust
Trickster: An expert in surprising attacks and unexpected tactics that confuse and bewilder
his enemies. The trickster is difficult to predict
Destroyer: An expert in explosive tactics and weaponry. The Destroyer is always equipped
with bombs and mines
Berserker: Chaotic warrior who becomes enraged in battle. The berserker thrives when
damaging others
Beastmaster: At one with the creatures of Mordor. Beasts will not attack him
Tank: Heavily armored fighters that withstand immense damage. The tank can endure great
pain and is capable of a second wind moments before death
Assassin: Lethal killer who prefers to ambush his enemies and strike them down quickly
Tracker: Seeks you out no matter where you hide, summoning reinforcements to hem you in

Bonuses
Caragor Rider: Able to mount and ride nearby Caragor, and can start a battle already
mounted
Beast Slayer: Can execute enemy beasts
Cursed Weapon: Wields a blighted weapon that can curse enemies
Flame Weapon: Wields a fiery weapon that can set others on fire
Flame Thrower (Olog Only): Wields a large cannon that acts like a flamethrower, spreading
fire in a wide area in front of him
Giant Slayer: Deals increased damage to Ologs and Graugs
Gang of Archers: Leads a group of archers
Gang of Defenders: Leads a group of defenders
Gang of Hunters: Leads a group of hunters
Gang of Ologs: Leads a gang of Ologs
Gang of Savages: Leads a gang of Savages
Gang of Warriors: Leads a group of warriors
Iron Will: Cannot be dominated (this perk can be lost if shamed)
Loyal Bodyguard: Always found at his Master's side
Necromancer (Mystic Only): Can resurrect followers from the dead
Poison Weapon: Wields a noxious weapon capable of Poisoning his enemies
Unbreakable: Can never be reduced to a broken state, and therefore cannot be dominated
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Epic Bonuses
Curse Master: Increases Curse damage dealt by himself and allies
Curse Warder: Decreases Curse damage dealt to himself and allies
Fire Master: Increases Fire damage dealt by himself and allies
Fire Warder: Decreases Fire damage dealt to himself and allies
Fanatical Gang: Nearby followers become enraged if target is attacked
Gang of Elite Archers: leads a group of highly skilled archers
Gang of Elite Defenders: leads a group of highly skilled defenders
Gang of Elite Hunters: leads a group of highly skilled hunters
Gang of Elite Ologs: leads a group of highly skilled ologs
Gang of Elite Savages: leads a group of highly skilled savages
Gang of Elite Warriors: leads a group of highly skilled warriors
Great Strength: Attacks deal immense damage
Poison Master: Increases Poison damage dealt by himself and allies
Poison Warder: Decreases all Poison damage received on target and allies
Thick Skinned: Has greatly increased health

Mortal Weakness
Mortally Sickly: Can be killed instantly using poison
Mortally Vulnerable to Execution: Can be killed instantly using Execution
Mortally Vulnerable to Stealth: Can be killed instantly using Stealth Attacks
Mortal Beast Fodder: Can be killed instantly Attacks
Mortally Flammable: Can be killed instantly by using fire
Soft Skull: Can be killed by a single Charged Headshot, Mighty Shot or Shadow Strike
Craven: Flees in terror when faced with enemies that are at a much higher level
Deserter: Flees in terror when witnessing the death of an allied Captain
Extremely Soft Headed: Can be killed instantly with a headshot
Hysterical Master: Flees in terror when one of his Bodyguards is killed
Intimidated: Flees in terror upon seeing his rival
Terrified of Betrayal: Flees in terror when Allies betray him
Terrified of Boss Breaking: Flees in terror when his leader is broken
Terrified of Brutality: Flees in terror when another orc is brutalized or shamed
Terrified of Burning
Terrified of Caragors
Terrified of Curse
Terrified of Drakes
Terrified of Executions
Terrified of Frost
Terrified of Ghuls
Terrified of Graugs
Terrified of Morgai Flies
Terrified of Poison
Terrified of Pinning
Terrified of Stealth
Terrified of Spiders
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Vulnerable
Vulnerable to Execution: Heavily damaged by Executions
Clumsy: Can be grabbed or mounted without first being weakened
Soft Target: Heavily damaged by Ranged attacks
Beast Fodder: Heavily damaged by Beast Attacks
Vulnerable to Stealth
Flammable: Heavily damaged by fire
Sickly: Heavily damaged by poison

Dazed by
Dazed by stealth: Becomes dazed by stealth attacks
Fear of Execution: Become Dazed by Execution attacks
Fear of Brutality: Dazed by seeing a brutal attack or a shaming
Fear of Burning: Dazed when Burning
Battle Weary: Becomes Dazed after killing another Captian
Exhaustion: Becomes dazed when his rage wears off
Fear of Caragors
Fear of Graugs
Fear of Ghuls
Fear of Morgai Flies
Fear of Pinning
Fear of Poison
Fear of Spiders
Shaken Master: Dazed when Bodyguards are killed
Soft-Headed: Becomes Dazed when shot in the head
Weak Master: Dazed when his pet or gang is killed

Hints
Damaged by Execution: Can be injured by Executions.
Damaged by Beasts: Can be injured by attacks from beasts, such as Caragors and Graugs
Damaged by Ranged Attacks: Can be injured by Ranged attacks and Shadow Strike
Damaged by Stealth Attacks: Can be injured by Stealth Attacks while undetected
Susceptible to Frost: Can be Frozen by Froze Attacks such as Ice Storm and Freeze Blast

Tribes
Dark Tribe: Members of the Dark Tribe cloak themselves in mystery and deceit, preferring
to stick to the shadows and assault their prey unaware. The Dark Tribe make excellent
assassins, as they have a tendency to ambush their targets when least expected
Feral Tribe: Members of the Feral Tribe believe themselves one with the beasts and nature
of Mordor, and are often found either in the company of beasts, taming them, or hunting them
to increase their prowess
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Machine Tribe: Members of the Machine Tribe are at the forefront of industry, preferring to
build up their technological might and forge the fires of war. As such they can often be found
at the smiths and outposts of the region preparing for battle
Marauder Tribe: Members of the Marauder Tribe prize themselves on adorning their bodies
with the loot of conquest, using improved armor and weaponry looted from their victims, and
their forts reflect their greed
Mystic Tribe: Members of the Mystic Tribe are masters of the occult, and practice strange
and mysterious rituals in the dark places of the world. Their dark designs invoke the
unspeakable art of necromancy and undeath
Terror Tribe: Members of the Terror Tribe worship Sauron and his terrifying visage, and
prefer the value of shock tactics and unflinching violence to make their foes cower in fear
Warmonger Tribe: Members of the Warmonger Tribe are militant and fierce. They endlessly
train for battle. They can be found practicing weapon drills throughout their fortresses.
Warmonger warriors are fearsome, bold, disciplined, and value combat prowess above all else
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